EO - affected areas in Armenia

Armenia contamination primarily from 1988-1994 conflict. Additional / recent contamination from the 2020 hostilities ('44 days' conflict)

Center for Humanitarian Demining / Expertise (CHDE) = Mine Action Centre (overseen by a Supervisory Board)

Past mine action assistance from: OSCE and FSD.

Today partnerships include: UNDP, UNICEF, HALO Trust, GICHD, ICRC, ArmRCS, Action Against Hunger, Mission Armenia

DP include: UK, possibly EU, Germany and Netherlands

New legal framework for the EO sector in preparation

744 LM Victims have been recorded in Armenia - mostly adult males
'Refreshed' NTS with CHDE in 4 EO-affected 'Marzes'

Upgrade to IMSMA Core / GICHD

Advocacy against landmines +++

Strengthening Coordination platform / Regular meetings with all stakeholders: Gvt / NGO / IO, etc..

National MA Strategy / GICHD

Strengthening RE + VA activities from all partners / organizations

International Meetings: MBT Intersessional + SPM / NDM + UN TA

2022 Budget: USD 1,000,000
New NCHD HQ Facility

Advocacy for Armenian Government against APM

Strengthen Coordination and enlarge partnerships

Participation to International Meetings: MBT SPM + Intersessional / NDM-UN

EOD L2/L3 Trainings

Provision of EOD equipment

Field LR OPS

Support to RE + VA sectors coordination and activities

Est. 2023 Budget: +/- USD 2,500,000